Regional changes of blood flow, glucose, and ATP content determined on brain sections during a single passage of spreading depression in rat brain cortex.
Hemodynamic and biochemical substrate changes are associated with cortical spreading depression (CSD). Regional methods were used to measure blood flow, and glucose and ATP concentrations in intact brain sections in rats undergoing a single passage of cortical spreading depression. Changes were expressed as the percentages of the contralateral homotopic area of the unaffected cortex. A depression in tissue ATP content preceded the negative DC potential shift and ATP was reduced by 12% (P less than 0.01) despite unaltered blood flow and glucose concentration. When the negative shift of DC potential reached its maximum, glucose content decreased to 72% of control (P less than 0.01) and was accompanied by a further ATP decrease to 54%. When the cortical steady potential declined, blood flow was elevated twofold (P less than 0.01). The ATP content gradually returned to normal; however, cortical glucose concentrations remained at 55% of control values. The relationship of blood flow and glucose and ATP concentration with other known changes during spreading depression are discussed. With the advantage of higher resolution the provided techniques may be a useful tool for studies on hemodynamic and biochemical changes of other pathophysiologic conditions.